1300 022 298
lilydale@gmct.com.au
www.gmct.com.au
Blair Street, Warrandyte VIC 3113
CEMETERY VISITING HOURS
7.30am — 5:30pm
(7:30am — 7:30pm daylight saving)

Natural Bushland Scattering

The office at Andersons Creek Cemetery is staffed on
a by-appointment basis. Appointments can be made by
contacting our customer care team on 1300 022 298.

NICHE WALL
Our beautiful Niche Wall, which runs below the
lawn graves section, features local stone in the
distinctive ‘crazy paving style’. These positions
are single interments, but neighbouring positions
can be acquired in advance for spouses or family.

NATURAL BUSHLAND
SCATTERING
The scattering of cremated remains in cemetery’s
natural bushland area is a popular form of
remembrance. The scattering area looks over
the cemetery and is located next to the tranquil
surrounds of the pond and waterfall The memorial
includes a name plate on a commemorative
boulder.

If you have a hearing or speech impairment,
contact us through the National Relay Service:
TTY Users 133 677
Speak and Listen Users 1300 555 727
Internet Relay Users connect to
www.relayservice.gov.au
Video Relay Users choose the available
NRS video relay contact on Skype
SMS Relay Users 0423 677 767

Interpreting Service 03 9280 0757

ANDERSONS
CREEK
CEMETERY

A BUSHLAND
CEMETERY
Andersons Creek Cemetery first opened in
1858 and is one of Victoria’s oldest cemeteries.
Originally a monumental cemetery, in recent years
it has been expanded with an expansive lawn and
bushland theme.
The first burial recorded in the cemetery was
that of Patrick Halfpenny, aged three years, on
29 October, 1856. Many records were lost in the
1939 Black Friday bushfires, but a monument
at the front gate now commemorates those
buried in unmarked graves whose paperwork
was never able to be recovered. An analysis of
the occupations of those buried in unmarked
graves has revealed a high proportion of gold
miners — Andersons Creek is where gold was first
discovered in Victoria, in 1851.

Memorial Rose Garden

Garden Pathway Memorial

Bence Rock Memorial

Niche Wall

The front gates and their piers were a donation
in 1976 from Bill McCulloch, who gave more
than three decades of service as a grave digger,
secretary and Trust member. One of the piers also
serves as a monument to, and final resting place
for, Bill’s ashes, which were interred in 1987.

MEMORIAL OPTIONS
ROSE GARDEN

BENCE ROCK MEMORIALS

GARDEN PATHWAY MEMORIALS

Roses, symbol of immortal love, devotion, peace
and tranquillity are a beautiful way to remember
your loved ones. One of the most popular areas,
the Memorial Rose Garden has standard roses
in many colours including whites, pinks, purples,
yellows, and oranges. The garden is located
between the monumental and lawn graves and is
available as companion positions (two interments).

Bence Rock & Grant Rock Memorial positions offer
between two and four interments, depending
on the rock chosen. The use of local rock and
natural bushland setting capture the unique native
character of the region.

The Garden Pathway winds from the rose garden
up to the native gardens in the upper part of the
cemetery before winding back down toward
the Bence Rock section. Companion memorial
positions are available along the pathway.

